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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.1

POSITION OF THE DELIVERABLE IN THE WHOLE PROJECT CONTEXT

This project’s deliverable D2.8 researches the final innovation potential of the OPERA project and the
products realized in the context of this project and the deliverables D2.5, D2.6 and D2.7. This is the last of
the 4 iterations. The documentation of the innovation potential is part of the WP2. The relationship of
this work package to the other WP’s of the OPERA project, can be visualized in the following graph:

Figure 1 : Linked WP's

1.2

DESCRIPTION OF THE DELIVERABLE

The three iterations D2.5, D2.6 and D2.7 have been integrated as this final document on the OPERA
Innovation Potential, D2.8. The decision to deliver 4 (intermediate) reports is consistent with the idea of
OPERA as a research and development project; in the progress of the project, more and more is known
about the innovative potential of OPERA products.

Figure 2 : Timeline iterations D2.5, 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8
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1.2.1 Positioning the iterations
1.2.1.1 D2.5 - 2.7 (- M28)
In D2.6 and D2.7 there was already a strong reference to the deliverable D2.5 that was submitted in M10
and updated and resubmitted in M18. Due to the progress of the OPERA products, new product market
combinations have been identified and earlier ideas have been abandoned. In D2.8 we will focus on
translating the innovations, the new technology, to the market and creating opportunities for OPERA
partners, for each of the innovations and involved partners.
1.2.1.2 D2.8 (M36)
This document is the final document D2.8. It will be an integration of the latest insights, built on the first
deliverable D2.5 and the 2 following intermediate deliverables, the addendums D2.6 and D2.7.
Deliverable D2.8 is an independent report that can be read independently from the earlier iterations.
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2 INTRODUCTION
2.1

OBJECTIVE OF THIS DELIVERABLE

The objective of this report is to present the innovation potential of the OPERA products and services.
This report is on the Innovation potential of OPERA –a fourth iteration in a sequence of 4 iterations in
total:
•
•
•
•

D2.5 Innovation potential of OPERA – Platform 1 (M10)
D2.6 Innovation potential of OPERA – Platform 2 (M21)
D2.7 Innovation potential of OPERA – Platform 3 (M28)
D2.8 Innovation potential of OPERA – Platform 4 (M36).

In order to prevent producing a document that is growing ‘bigger’ with each iteration, and in which it is
increasingly difficult for the reader to find the latest input to the document, we have chosen to leave D2.5
as the base document and only to present new insights (new since producing the former iteration) in the
later iterations D2.6 and D2.7, focussed on the ‘dynamic’ parts of the content, i.e. the contents that are
progressing over the duration of the project. This last iteration, this document D2.8, will have a full focus
on all aspects of the subject (like 2.5).
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3 INNOVATION ENVISAGED
3.1

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

When we look at the objectives of OPERA and what objectives needed to be reached in order to make the
products of OPERA work (see Figure 3), we expected to develop the following technical solutions as
described in detail in Section 6 of D2.5:
Computing Continuum
Dat a cent er

Gat ew ay
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…
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Of f l oad i ng

Load estimator
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•
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•

O5: Metrics for energy efficiency

•

O6: Workload management consolidation on
scalable small form factor data center

•

O7: Innovative power management

•

O8: Ultra-low power working prototype on
real-time constraint for traffic monitoring

•

O9: Scalable small form factor low power
data center

Wired

Wired

Service

API

•

Application

CNN
(accel.)

ULP

Camera

O3, O4, O8

Figure 3 : The OPERA main objectives mapped on the reference overall architecture

1. An FPGA card as application accelerator developed for OPERA also useable outside of the OPERA
platform
2. Low-power heterogeneous data centre architecture incorporating both HPE Moonshot and IBM
POWER8
3. An ultra-low power autonomous traffic monitoring video sensor.
4. Extension of open source Cross ISA compiler to work with POWER8, enabling application migration
over different CPU architectures
5. An energy aware workload management to maximize power efficiency of the heterogeneous
architecture under different application loading
6. Smaller mobile data centre solutions offering superior compute power per Watt in a small form factor
for the mobile application
7. Extension of the TOSCA application description TOSCA is an open standard developed with the aim of
ease the description and deployment of an application in a Cloud environment.
8. Using CAPI (Coherent Accelerator Processor Interface) to attach a low latency interconnect for
communication between servers
9. Virtual Memory Model, Developed for OPERA platform and applicable also outside of the OPERA
platform
10. Incorporation of the reconfigurable antenna for low power wireless connectivity
11. Implementation of Redfish on the FPGA (PCIe) card
12. Coupling of multiple disparate FPGA boards.
All of these objectives have been reached, albeit in modified form as discussed in the respective
deliverables. Where deviations from the original plan have been made, these deviations have been
discussed in the OPERA deliverables in depth. Deviations from the original plan were not unexpected
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given the duration of the project. However, the overlying idea behind the OPERA project has remained
untouched and the results obtained give rise to a number of possible marketable solutions with high
environmental and or economic impact for the partners and the European Union.
The innovations from OPERA are grouped as possible products in chapter 4. The possible product market
combinations are discussed in the section 5.2.2.3. Where possible, the impact in terms of Euro’s or Energy
is indicated on a bigger scale in chapter 7, describing the possible impact of the products that were created
and the knowledge obtained on the consolidated ICT market space.
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4 INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS – THE OPERA SOLUTIONS
In this section the delivered OPERA innovations will be highlighted. The following products has been the
result of the OPERA work.
4.1

HETEROGENEOUS WORKLOAD MANAGER

Heterogeneity in modern data centre has increased in recent years: besides CPUs exhibiting large
differences in terms of micro-architectural features (e.g., different cache organisation), several types of
hardware accelerators became available (from the widely known GPUs to FPGA devices and dedicated
chips). Although a large effort has been spent in providing corresponding effective software programming
interfaces (e.g., Nvidia CUDA, OpenCL, etc.), managing and distributing the workload in such large
heterogeneous environment is still a challenge. With the differentiation of the type of tasks (i.e., virtual
machines –VMs, Linux containers –LCs) running on data centres (e.g., HPC-oriented applications,
traditional Cloud services, etc.), workload management demands an effective scheduling of the data
centre resources to ensure the right level of performance and energy efficiency.
To address such challenges, in OPERA we developed a workload management system, which is based on
a hybrid approach for the allocation of resources to VMs/LCs, i.e., a static deployment of tasks and a
periodic (dynamic) mechanism to re-balance the data centre workload. The workload manager is a
product made of several building blocks; the load estimator, the scheduler, the multi-platform compiler,
the post copy migration capability and the low latency interconnection. Application dependencies and
resource requirements are expressed through an application descriptor, that in our case is based on the
TOSCA standard. We extended the TOSCA syntax to enable the system to select the most efficient
hardware architecture for each task. Here, a greedy algorithm selects the most effective node based on
the current status of the data centre, while periodically an evolutionary strategy-based (ES) algorithm
redistributes the tasks among the available nodes. The innovative aspect in this workload manager is the
ability of the algorithm to quickly discover effective schedules (i.e., the way of assigning tasks to specific
nodes, while respecting constraints in terms of resources and use of accelerators). For instance, in our
experiments, the ES algorithm discovered tasks schedules with an improved energy efficiency of 35% (on
average) in less than 180s (for comparison, previous works provided optimal solutions in around 1h using
conventional solvers). Furthermore, the algorithm nature, allows it to benefit from the use of accelerators
too (thus, exploiting the heterogeneity on the data centre) – see deliverables D5.8, D5.9 and D5.7 for
details and experimental results.
The status of the data centre nodes is kept up to date within a dedicated internal data base (knowledge
base – KB). Thanks to this internal data base, our solution remains agnostic with regard to the underlying
monitoring system. Through a dedicated API, the system can update the status of the KB as well as
interface with management systems already in place. Indeed, in our case, both the actual deployment
(and monitoring) is performed by interacting with the modules of OpenStack (e.g., Nova, Heat).
The proposed workload system was shown to be effective and of worth for data centre providers. In this
context, the capability of the system to integrate with the existing OpenStack framework and the ability
to manage a heterogeneous and dynamic environment, was demonstrated to be useful in the VDI use
case. In the VDI use case, the virtualization of traditional desktop-oriented applications along with
hardware efficiency and effective tasks scheduling resulted in large benefits in terms of overall energy
and equipment usage.
4.1.1 Energy consumption estimation
At the heart of both the greedy algorithm for the static deployment and the ES algorithm there is an
internal model used to estimate the energy consumed by each node (mainly by CPUs and accelerators),
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given their current load (number of running VMs/LCs). Such models allow one to estimate the energy
consumption by abstracting the underlying system. Generally used models are linear and are mainly
developed for CPUs only. We extended their use to accelerators, and specifically to FPGAs. Our 2parameters based model also allows us to capture the larger complexity of FPGA devices, still providing
an accurate estimation that is function of clock frequency and percentage of used resources. For the ES
algorithm, the energy (power) model is embedded within a mixed integer linear programming (MILP)
optimisation problem, which provides the objective function for the ES algorithm to optimise.
4.1.2 Task-resources allocation
In the OPERA project, we have built a complete workload management system whose core consists of the
resource allocation algorithms. With respect to previous works presented in literature, our solution
leverages the capability of the algorithms to also correctly manage hardware accelerators, with specific
focus for FPGAs, and to be agnostic with regards to the underlying deployment system (in our case
OpenStack). Additionally, the allocation algorithms focused on providing energy efficient tasks scheduling
solutions in a very short time frame.
In order to achieve this, we created an ES-based algorithm that resembles a formulation of the resource
assignment problem as a bin-packing problem, whose mathematical formulation is expressed as a MILP
model. This formulation and the corresponding data structures used by the ES algorithm allows us to
quickly and continuously search and discover energy efficient tasks’ schedules for the whole data centre
(for instance, single threaded version of the algorithm worked effectively for data centre equipped with
up to 1000 nodes). One innovative point is that the algorithm is lightweight, and its inherently parallel
nature allows to easily adapts its execution to powerful hardware, from multi/many cores to dedicated
accelerators (GPUs and FPGAs). Indeed, being able to very quickly discover efficient schedules allows one
to effectively reduce the energy consumption of the data centre, also in case the workload is more HPCoriented (in this context, VMs/LCs show shorter lifetimes, so scheduling must be performed quickly).
Another point of innovation is given by the fact that, being agnostic with respect to the system used to
actually deploying the VMs/LCs, our system can schedule different types of VMs and LCs technologies
(e.g., Docker, LXC/LXD, etc.). Output of the scheduling process is of worth. The ES algorithm provides the
new task schedule and based on that it provides both the list of tasks to migrate (the MILP model also
accounts for migration overhead in terms of energy consumption) and the list of idle nodes that can thus
switched off.
4.1.3 Multi-platform compiler
Several methods to support cross-ISA migration are known, but the only way to move workloads with an
acceptable level of efficiency is by using a cross-ISA compiler. IBM worked with 2 such compilers that were
developed in academia to see if we could increase the maturity to an acceptable level, so they may be
used in a production environment. The first compiler (developed by University of California at San Diego)
was developed for a hypothetical chip that contained a shared memory component with multiple CPU
cores of different ISAs on a single die. That means that there was no inherent mechanism for dealing with
remotely accessed memory since it was assumed all cores accessed the memory from the local bus and
were cache coherent. While not an unsurmountable problem, this presented a challenge in bringing the
compiler to a production environment where the CPUs did not have a shared memory (and were not
cache coherent) and therefore had the challenge of moving the memory as well as transforming the stack
at runtime. IBM eventually abandoned this compiler when we ran into licensing issues, since the university
expressed little interest in making their changes open-source, we (and the community at large) could not
legally use the results from this effort.
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As a result, IBM turned to Virginia Polytechnic Institute, who had independently constructed a similar
compiler which was released under the GPL license. We worked with the team at Virginia Tech responsible
for the compiler during the length of the project to help bring the compiler to maturity. While it has made
great progress, there is still much effort left to be done (such as full floating-point support) to properly
address the requirements of real-life applications. In addition, the compiler only supports ARM64 and
x86_64 architectures, which means the targets are limited. We believe that this compiler is the best one
that has been released so far, and we expect it will reach maturity eventually. Virginia Tech has begun to
build a community around the compiler, and as heterogeneous computing continues its journey to
become more mainstream, this compiler will gain more focus, and as a result, more effort will be
contributed to improve its quality.
4.1.4 Post-copy container migration
Post-copy migration is a well-known technique that has been used successfully in migrating virtual
machines that run applications that change their working set often. Such applications cannot be migrated
by using the pre-copy technique since the exhibit properties that modify a significant amount of their
memory at a fast rate, which means the number of dirty pages is large during each cycle of pre-copy. In
such a case, the migration manager is not able to reach a state in which there are only a few dirty pages
left – there are always a significant number of dirty pages, which means pre-copy migration does not have
a bounded running time. Therefore, post-copy must be used in such cases, which has a bounded running
time (each page is copied only once). IBM implemented the post-copy migration mechanism in the CRIU
tool, which manages container migration for all of the leading container solutions (Docker, LXC, runc, etc).
This feature has been accepted to the CRIU mainline repository and has been used in production for over
a year already. The post-copy mechanism relies on TCP/IP sockets to move memory pages between
machines, since TCP/IP is a widely accepted networking solution and is relatively easy to implement.
4.1.5 Low latency interconnect
The implementation of post-copy container migration puts pressure on the networking subsystem to
deliver memory pages on-demand as triggered by a page fault. TCP/IP is excellent for general-purpose
networking, since it is fault tolerant and handles bulk transfers relatively efficiently. However, it incurs a
high level of latency due to the large software implementation (the TCP/IP stack inside the Linux kernel
as well as the sockets user space library). This latency can hurt application performance which after
migration, causes a series of page faults as it encounters memory that has not yet been migrated. We aim
to minimize the latency incurred by the network subsystem by using a special-purpose network designed
for low latency point-to-point transfers. Our research led us to using RDMA over Converged Ethernet
(RoCE) as the solution, since it is able to move memory pages with approximately 4 times less latency than
TCP/IP using the same hardware. This solution can also be used for cross-ISA container migration, as long
as the target architecture has hardware that supports the RDMA protocol. IBM has filed for a patent using
this solution, specifically for remote page faults.
4.2

VIRTUAL MEMORY MODEL

The Technion research proved that hashing schemes are more efficient than current radix schemes for
address translation. Modern processors – most notably, x86 CPUs by Intel and AMD and ARM CPUs –
implement virtual memory with radix page tables. Since radix page tables requires many memory
references per address translation, these modern processors also implement several caching mechanisms
such as page walk caches (PWCs) to accelerate the translation process. The OPERA work showed that
hashed page tables provide shorter address translation by design, without using PWCs. Employing hashed
page tables could bring performance improvements of up to 27% and 32% in bare-metal and virtualized
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setups, respectively. Deliverable D4.3 of the OPERA project has shown that the energy savings from
employing hashed page tables are identical to those runtime savings.
The innovative hashed page table design proposed by the Technion is currently not implemented in
hardware because prototyping a new processor is beyond the reach of the OPERA project. We therefore
cannot accurately estimate other benefits of our hashing mechanism, e.g., the CPU area and power gains
from removing the PWC hardware structures. But based on our private communication with Intel
architects from the Haifa Intel site, we believe these benefits are second to the runtime and energy
benefits from reducing the number of memory accesses required for address translation.
4.3

FPGA CARD WITH POWER MANAGEMENT

The FPGA SoC card developed for OPERA was created as an experiment into heterogeneous low power
compute systems, hence an SoC version of the Arria10 FPGA was used. Ultimately, the SOC component
of the card was used for power monitoring and not for compute offload (Refer to D6.7 for reasons why).
This feature has its merits for optimization of kernel logic from a power perspective, however the ARM
was shown not to be of significant performance to be used as part of the compute for the OPERA use
cases.
The ARM has it merits in other scenarios such as a control plane of external communications or additional
processing of none time critical components where access to a host processor is restricted or missing. The
ARM device runs a limited version of the Linux kernel that allows the ARM to act as the system host. In
this scenario the SoC card can be used for edge processing when combined with a separate power supply.
Communication with the outside world is done via the board’s optical links. Therefore, the OPERA FPGA
device has great potential for edge-based computing or analytics, particularly when combined with
compact binary CNN work discussed later.
4.4

ULP CYBER PHYSICAL SYSTEM

The ULP Cyber Physical System is a product made of several building blocks; the implementation of the
neural network on the ULP chip, the load estimator of the ULP Cyber Physical System and the directional
antenna. Directly related to the load estimator, for this use case an offloading mechanism was
implemented. The offloaded images are handled by a more accurate implementation of the neural
network on the FPGA.
4.4.1 Implementation of neural network on ULP chip
After Neavia defined the classes required, denoted as “road users” (“person”, “bicycle”, “motorbike”,
“car”, “truck” and “bus”) and proposed COCO （COCO，2018） as the image database, the model was
trained by ST. This was done according to the specificity of the Orlando board which can support small
CNN architectures. Thus, a specific architecture deriving from YOLO （J. Redmon，2016） was designed.
Thereafter, the model was fitted to the board taking care of using the HW accelerators to speed up the
detection process.
4.4.2 Load estimator
The ULP is meant to be a compromise between good energy efficiency, such that it can run on potentially
isolated sites, and state-of-the-art AI on edge like CNN. This compromise has as a consequence that there
is limited processing capabilities on the local system, certainly much less than on the remote data centre
server (Moonshot from HPE). To accommodate for the reduced compute power in the local system, the
chosen CNN architecture, YOLO, needed to be shrunk so that it can fit the Orlando board and its CNN
accelerators. The drawback of shrinking a CNN architecture is that, the smaller the CNN architecture, the
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less accurate it becomes. This is where the load estimator is needed as it determines when the scene
makes the local evaluation, like bicycle counting, not reliable enough. The lack of reliability occurs in the
cases of scene complexity (e.g., pack of cycles), low confidence scores or potential confusions (e.g.,
between bicycles and motorbikes). In those specific cases, the image is offloaded to the remote data
centre server for further processing using both a deeper, more accurate, network and more advanced
counting software.
This is a very practical application of heterogeneous architecture carried by OPERA project. The local and
remote systems work together to get the best of both worlds regarding technical capabilities of the
systems used. This is a smart way to add intelligence on the edge keeping power consumption low, acting
as a filter sending only specific cases to avoid overloading the server with a continuous stream from
possibly many cameras.
4.4.3 Directional antenna
The integration of reconfigurable directional antennas adds relevant values to the OPERA CPS product in
term of energy efficiency. The reconfigurable directional antenna has multiple advantages over one
standard omnidirectional antenna. On one hand, the directional antenna focusses the RF energy which
extends the wireless coverage avoiding repeaters. On the other hand, beam focussing exploits standard
radio functionality to improve energy efficiency. Indeed, at parity of link distance, one experiences a
reduction in energy consumption thanks to the lower transmission power and/or the faster transmission
rate. As an added advantage, directional links provide robustness against interference improving the
quality of the channel.
4.4.4 Implementation of neural network image recognition in ULP camera
Neavia implemented a SW layer on top of the CNN detection making use the detection data. The SW have
different successive elements in order to fulfil the OPERA use case ‘cycle counting’. Tracking and counting
are the main components. Tracking is done simply, as it is optimised to smartly take advantage of the
restrictions caused by the load estimator criteria. Counting is done when a bicycle crosses a virtual line.
What is innovative here, is that OPERA project used a dedicated HW embedding and running CNN directly
on site (“AI on edge”). This allow new and efficient kind of SW to be developed for specific use cases like
computing statistics for a particular set of vehicles, and road usage, taking advantages of an advanced
way to extract objects in a scene.
4.4.5 State-of-the-Art of FPGA-based AI acceleration
During the last couple of years much progress has been made in the optimization of Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNNs) to use lower- and lower-bit precision. This is ideal for FPGA technology that has the
ability to configure its logic efficiently to any bit accuracy. Research （arxiv.org） has shown that using
binary representation of the coefficients used in the Convolution layers of CNN’s significantly reduces the
storage and compute requirements whilst maintaining a high level of accuracy. Further optimisations
down to just binary data, known as XNOR networks, are also possible; however, current training of these
networks yields poor accuracy for YOLOv3 or equally deep networks.
Significant work was done to find the optimal solution for OPERA FPGA card using the binary weight
technique, which allowed 4x the number of convolution paths versus a full floating-point solution.
As of October 2018, the state of art devices dedicated to high speed low power CNN inference can be
summarized, if not exclusively, with the following devices.
1. Nvidia P4: This is a low profiled low power version of Nvidia’s Volta GPU.
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2. FPGA’s : Intel Stratix 10 and Xilinx Ultra Scale Plus.
3. Google TPU : ASIC, proprietary device currently not available outside Google.
4. Xilinx ALVEO: GPU sized accelerator board based on the Xilinx ACAP device.
The P4 was available at the time of the project and was used to compare the performance of the FPGA
accelerator. Figure 4 illustrates the P4’s performance per watt versus the FPGA. The blue bars represent
the Arria10 385-O card developed for OPERA for different levels of parallelism.

Figure 4 : Images Per Joule when processing the YOLOv3 network

This is a somewhat unfair comparison between an FPGA technology 2 years older that the GPU. For a
fairer comparison the P4 should be compared to the Intel Stratix 10 device. Towards the end of the OPERA
project Nallatech had started to ship Stratix 10 devices. Early porting of the FPGA code to the Stratix 10
indicate at least 32 parallel cores should be possible. Also, the Stratix 10 device is of sufficient size to hold
all input and output data in the FPGA local memory (for YOLOv3), significantly improving the efficiency of
the design. The Stratix-10 card has a nominal power requirement of 200 Watts and takes a GPU form
factor that would negate it’s use in the Moonshot server; hence it would not be a suitable option for the
Moonshot server used in OPERA. However, it is a good indication of where the performance/watt of Intel
FPGA technology is heading in regard to CNN. Figure 5 compares the images per joule for the different
technologies.

Figure 5 : Images Per Joule when processing the YOLOv3 network
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The Xilinx Ultra scale plus device is the largest and most powerful device currently manufactured by Xilinx.
Xilinx have recognized CNN inference as a key market going forward, investing heavily in software and
hardware development. Xilinx acquired DeePhi’s CNN optimization technology to bolster its software
offering, underlining its commitment to this market. In addition to manufacturing devices, Xilinx has also
created the Alveo range of FPGA accelerator cards （Xilinx） aggressively marketed as inference offload
accelerators.

Figure 6 : Xilinx ALVEO card and relative performance

The Xilinx ACAP device is a new category of device under development that combines many aspects of
what the OPERA project was trying to achieve. It is a highly heterogenous device that combines a low
power CPU (ARM), FPGA logic and inbuilt networking capability (Figure 7). In addition to standard DSP
logic Xilinx have created a 2D array of directly attached AI compute engines.

Figure 7 : Xilinx ACAP device block diagram
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The AI component engines actually are dedicated vector units that can be configured to perform a number
of 512 bit SIMD operations (Figure 8), used heavily in CNN problems.

Figure 8 : ACAP AI Engine

Currently (Oct 2018), due to lack early access documentation, it is unclear whether the ACAP vector
processor would efficiently support a binary weighted network topology. If not, then the vector
processing elements would be effectively worthless. The raw FPGA fabric of the device becomes the
metric with most importance when comparing an Intel Stratix-10 FPGA and FPGA ACAP device. Currently
the ACAP device is expected to be available for general release early 2020.
Both the latest Intel and Xilinx devices benefit from the significantly reduced memory storage and
bandwidths required by a binary network. This approach for both technologies significantly improves the
design efficiency. Hence, it is the binary network technique developed for OPERA that is of most value
going forward.
Given the wealth of CNN inference technologies currently available or in production, Nallatech believes
the CNN technology and processes created under OPERA will be besuited for FPGA embedded systems
where image classification is part of a power or latency sensitive solutions.
4.4.6 ULP offloading: implementation of an image recognition neural network on the server side
Neavia implemented the SW application using detection results coming from the analysis of the images
by the full YOLOv3 model which is accelerated through the FPGA. The SW includes many filtering steps to
allow a fine image processing and a tracking module to follow each bicycle in the scene during the whole
available sequence. The counting part takes advantages of both localisation and classification of all
pertinent objects in each image (thanks to YOLO architecture), each followed bicycle can be counted when
crossing a virtual line. The SW was integrated into a CNN-oriented framework called Darknet. The latter
supports CPU and GPU based processing, which was extended to FPGA for the needs of OPERA project.
The acceleration via the FPGA makes feasible for an energy optimised server to provide a support for CNN
in a transparent way through a dedicated framework and in reasonable processing duration.
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5 APPLICATIONS AND IMPACT OF OPERA PRODUCTS IN POTENTIAL
MARKETS
In this section we will have a look at some product market analyses that we could add to the earlier
analyses of D2.5, D2.6 and D2.7.
5.1

MARKETS

What are the attractive markets, where the innovative products of OPERA can best be applied, and in
doing so, be capitalized upon?
Market attractiveness is a concept that uses many factors to determine whether or not a market might
be a profitable one for investment.
Attractive markets can be identified by the following aspects of these markets （Simonetti，2017）:
•
•
•
•
•

Market growth rate, size, profit
Trends of prices
Development of revenue = volume x margin profitability attractiveness
Competition (size, number, strength, aggressiveness, advantages other may have)
Infrastructure.

One of the most appealing aspects of the market attractiveness concept is that it is highly flexible and
adaptive to any user or market. It is also subjective, however, in that no strict set of factors should be
considered and there's no prescribed method of weighing these factors against one another when
assessing the attractiveness of a market （Simonetti，2017）.
Therefore, the following considerations are considered in the project:
•
•
•
•

A clear identifiable need for the product, solving a current need or problem
Willingness to pay
Easy market access
Product offers unique attributes.

For the abovementioned considerations, the OPERA project consortium identifies the following attractive
markets for the innovative OPERA products:
•
•
•
•
•

Data centres and Cloud providers
Internet of Things (IoT)
Traffic management
Artificial Intelligence: Automotive, Edge Computing, Security.
Real-time Network Analytics.

Together with the identified OPERA products in section 4, a product market combination table can be
constructed (see Table 3). There where market and products combine, unique applications of those
products in the identified markets can be described.
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X

Virtual memory model

X

FPGA with power management

X

X

ULP Cyber Physical system

X

X

X

X

X

Table 3 Product Market Combinations

In order to capitalise on these OPERA innovative products, we first see what kind of applications come to
mind and in what markets these applications are expected to have an impact and become successful.
5.2

APPLICATIONS OF OPERA INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS IN MARKETS

Now products and markets have been identified by the OPERA consortium, for the OPERA innovative
products, specific applications for the products in these markets can be described. This will be done by
looking at the product(s) involved, what market(s), what application, why it is expected to become
successful in this market and what the expected impact will be.
From a Cloud provider point of view, the main OPERA outcome that can produce a great impact is the
Heterogeneous Workload Manager, because thanks to that is possible to save a lot of energy in
combination with low power servers and other complementary techniques.
5.2.1 IoT, communication and EDGE analytics
5.2.1.1 OPERA Product(s) involved
Directional antenna, ULP device
The integration of the reconfigurable directional antenna adds relevant value to the OPERA product in
term of energy efficiency. This advantage enables the optimization of the energy harvesting part which
results in the need for a smaller solar panel and a lower battery capacity.
Another advantage of the reconfigurable directional antenna is the switching mechanism interfacing the
computing with the radio part of the ULP device. In this way, the computing part has full flexibility to turnoff the entire radio components providing another large energy efficiency effect when there is no data to
transfer. The switching capability has considerable impact on the energy efficiency, particularly when the
ULP CPS is placed in the environment it was designed for, namely remote locations with on average low
traffic densities.
5.2.1.2 Target market(s)
Internet of things, communication and edge analytics
The edge analytics market size is estimated to grow from USD 1.94 Billion in 2016 to USD 7.96 Billion by
2021, at a Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 32.6 % during the forecast period. The base year
considered for this report is 2015 and the forecast period is 2016-2021. （MarketsandMarkets，2016）
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As such this is a high growth market, where the European segment, currently with a 10% market share,
has the potential for exceeding the worldwide CAGR. The market thus fulfils the previously listed
requirements for attractiveness:
5.2.1.3 Application in product market combination
AI edge processing today is focused on moving the inference part of the AI workflow to the device, keeping
data constrained to the device. There are several different reasons why AI processing is moving to the
edge device, depending on the application. Privacy, security, cost, latency and bandwidth all need to be
considered when evaluating Cloud versus edge processing. Federated learning and blockchain-based
decentralized AI architectures are also part of the shift of AI processing to the edge. Depending on the AI
application and device category, there are several hardware options for performing AI edge processing.
These options include CPUs, GPUs, ASICs, FPGAs, and SoC accelerators （Tractica，2018）.
Edge analytics is applied to limit the unneeded dataflow from devices at the edge of the network towards
the centre of the Cloud. The OPERA ULP device does exactly this. The device does not use communication
channels to, or storage and computational capacity in, the data centre unnecessarily. The concept can
apply to any sensor type where relevant data needs to be kept but filtered from a continuous stream of
non-relevant data.
The communication from sensor (edge) to data centre needs to be efficient and communication channels
should be closed when not in use. Again, the products used in the OPERA project are a good match with
the market need.
5.2.1.4 Why expected to become successful in this market
Proven to be more cost effective than traditional continuously data streaming video/sensor surveillance,
edge analytics greatly reduces the need for centralised computing power and network connectivity. The
ULP nature and flexibility of the OPERA products allow use in many different fields where continuous
surveillance is needed, but communication to a management centre is needed only when predetermined
conditions occur. Due to the low power usage of the analytics, combined with both the energy efficiency
and range advantage of the directional antenna these intelligent sensors can be installed in many
locations for which there is currently no viable business case.
5.2.1.5 Expected impact
Sensor placements can increase enormously, this is expected to increase both our understanding of our
environment as well as increase our ability to manage specific aspects of this environment.
5.2.2 Sensor industry and monitoring of public infrastructure
5.2.2.1 OPERA Product(s) involved
Directional antenna, ULP device.
5.2.2.2 Target market(s)
Internet of things, Industry 4.0.
Industry 4.0, mentioned in the previous iterations of this document, is a term coined to denote the move
of the manufacturing industry towards machine to machine communication and the Internet of Things
(IoT). We will therefore not treat this as a separate market.
The IoT in Europe represents an enormous potential market. A study performed for the European
Commission （IDC,TXT，2015） states that IDC expects the IoT market in Europe to expand with yearly
growth rates over 20% in value between 2013 and 2020.
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According to the model developed by IDC for this study, the number of IoT connections within the 28 EU
member states will increase from approximately 1.8 billion in 2013 (the base year) to almost 6 billion in
2020.
IoT revenues in the EU28 will increase from more than €307 billion in 2013 to more than €1,181 billion in
2020, including hardware, software and services.
According to the same report, defining a vertical market segment for IoT is hard to impossible, instead
the concept of “smart environment” appears to be much better suited to apprehend the complexity of
use cases involving IoT, Cloud and Big Data and their potentially new positioning within a dynamic and
changing industry spectrum.
5.2.2.3 Application in product market combination
Having proven itself in traffic management, the ULP autonomous sensor is applicable in other fields. Since
the image/sensor data assessment in the ULP device is based on neural networks (machine learning) other
application will only require retraining of the model. The autonomous nature of the OPERA ULP CPS makes
it especially suited for placement in remote locations where access to power and data infrastructure is
scares.
Water management is inserted as an example since in this case the basic requirements of these sensors
mimics the requirements for bicycle detection and counting in the OPERA use case. In general, these
sensors need only to register water levels (no complex video analysis needed) and periodically upload
data to a centralised datastore, but sudden changes in water levels would trigger an alarm that needs to
be forwarded to a management centre immediately. In general, these sensors are often needed at
locations where, like in the OPERA use case, access to power and data grids is scarce. The Netherlands
alone has 3700 km’s （Rijkswaterstaat，2018） of water management infrastructure (dikes, dams) most
of which is managed by periodic inspection only. Experiments with permanent sensor-based monitoring
are already underway but the OPERA product would be well suited for the purpose.
The ULP can also be used as an efficient way to detect intrusion in restricted and critical areas like power
plant or water storage providing both stream and alarm capabilities to the management centre. This could
be done in real time to avoid water contamination, for instance.
5.2.2.4 Why expected to become successful in this market
The ULP nature and flexibility of the OPERA products allow use in many different fields where continuous
surveillance is needed, but communication to a management centre is needed only when predetermined
conditions occur. Due to the low power usage of the analytics, combined with both the energy efficiency
and range advantage of the directional antenna these intelligent sensors can be installed in many
locations.
5.2.2.5 Expected impact
The flexibility and easiness of this kind of sensor makes it suitable to lots of different applications even in
constrained environment where no grid is available or under low level network. Thus, sensor placements
can increase enormously, this is expected to increase both our understanding of our environment as well
as increase our ability to manage specific aspects of this environment. The recent impact of climate
change, an increase in extreme weather conditions, have highlighted the need for understanding water
dynamics better. The need for reliable and punctual data can be fulfilled by remote and autonomous
sensors.
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5.2.3 Cloud solution providers
5.2.3.1 OPERA Product(s) involved
Low latency interconnect, Moonshot and Power systems, workload manager.
OPERA developed a specific software in WP5 to migrate containers among different hardware
architectures, the containers allocation follows the policies defined in the TOSCA descriptor. OPERA used
these technologies in combination with low power server developed and manufactured by HPE to fulfil
the VDI use case.
5.2.3.2 Target market(s)
• Cloud based service providers, delivering software as a service to the customers. (SaaS)
• Hardware as a service providers (HaaS)
• Infrastructure as a service providers (IaaS).
5.2.3.3 Application in product market combination
Combination of container mobility and heterogeneous workload manager with tightly coupled
heterogeneous infrastructure.
5.2.3.4 Why expected to become successful in this market
We gained experience with OPERA products installing two SaaS applications:
•
•

OwnCloud, an open source file sharing solution
OpenXchange, an open source mail service.

We verified that this combination in terms of hardware, software and type of applications required less
energy than other configurations, and it could be used by Cloud providers because of the nature of the
technologies involved. In fact, it’s possible to quickly add new services. The services are containerized,
making it possible to move containers across different hardware architectures. So, with a large number
of containers it’s possible to optimize computational performance and power consumption.
The presence of the low latency interconnect allows one to move microservices, according not only to
technologies, workload, energy but potentially also to physical locations. These aspects are very strategic
for a Cloud provider.
5.2.3.5 Expected impact
The possibility to easily manage containers is a very important feature for Cloud provider, because that
means efficiency in terms of energy and computational power, thus providing a competitive cost
advantage.
5.2.4 Data Centres
5.2.4.1 OPERA Product(s) involve
Interconnect, heterogeneous workload manager, cross isa compiler, low latency interconnect, postcopy
migration.
5.2.4.2 Target market(s)
Hardware server market, specifically for use in the public sector as these are more driven towards
environmentally friendly operations.
According to IDC, （IDC，2018） Worldwide Server Market Revenue Grew 43.7% Year Over Year to a
Record USD 22.5 Billion During the Second Quarter of 2018. Worldwide server shipments increased 20.5%
year over year to 2.9 million units in 2Q18. According to IDC volume server revenue increased by 42.7%
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to USD 18.4 billion, while midrange server revenue grew 63.0% to USD 2.5 billion. High-end systems grew
30.4% to USD 1.7 billion. Aside from highlighting the enormity of the market in terms of money, the report
also shows that heterogeneity is still very much present in the market.
5.2.4.3 Application in product market combination
•
•
•

Consolidated product offering for highly cost-effective IT workload management.
Consolidated product offering for highly energy and cost-efficient data centre operations
Container migration for legacy applications.

5.2.4.4 Why expected to become successful in this market
The market for data centres is developing quickly, operational energy cost and equipment capital costs
are the main cost elements in data centre operations. Sanjay Medvitz, senior research analyst, Servers
and Storage at IDC, states "Enterprises continue to invest in new infrastructure to support next-generation
applications and achieve Cloud-like benefits on premise” （IDC，2018）.
Container migration offers advantages in any data centre which supports legacy applications. When
applications are not written as Cloud-native applications, their components may contain state, and may
not be resilient to failures (or at least it may take some time to recover from a failure). In these cases,
container migration is necessary to support machine evacuation (for maintenance or emergency
purposes), workload balancing (for managing power consumption, consolidation of compute nodes,
efficient data access, etc) or performance (migrate the workload to a machine with more physical
resources when one becomes available after the computation has already begun).
The VDI use case has shown the enormous efficiency potential of the OPERA offering, it has shown that
the refresh coupled with solid workload management has the potential of significantly reducing the
needed number of servers and decimating the energy use. The cost advantage of such a decrease in
equipment and energy use, especially during the current refresh cycle, is enormous （A Comprehensive
Reasoning Framework for Hardware Refresh in Data Centres，2018）.
5.2.4.5 Expected impact
For legacy applications, there are 3 solutions currently available for moving code to and from hardware;
(1) application-specific code that enables migration (or checkpointing), (2) encapsulation inside a virtual
machine which supports migration, or (3) encapsulation inside a container which supports migration.
Application-specific code is hard to manage globally, especially if there is more than one application that
needs migration. The migration software is not able to know about all of the nuances that are applicationspecific. It is much easier to deal with a single entity (virtual machine or container) and have the
infrastructure deal with the details, rather than the application. Virtual machines are heavy-weight
meaning that they require more hardware resources than containers. Given the goal of OPERA to increase
energy efficiency, we have therefore chosen to work with Linux container technology which is the most
flexible and light-weight solution available to data centre operators today.
The impact due to energy savings alone will be large and will have an impact in the data centre industry
(see section 7.2).
To give an idea of the energy cost structure in data centres with regards to today’s server equipment,
there is a way to calculate the annual energy costs of IT equipment ( （A Comprehensive Reasoning
Framework for Hardware Refresh in Data Centres，2018）. This is to illustrate the impact of energy costs.
Let’s work out an illustration for a small imaginary commercial data centre offering hosting service:
To estimate the IT equipment annual energy costs, one needs the following data:
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Item for calculation

Assumption

Number of servers [S] and server details (make and
400 Servers, 3-5 years old
model)
Idle [Ei] and 100% utilisation [Eu] power consumption
[Ei] 150W [Eu] 250W
(from SpecPower DB) in Watts
Average annual utilisation of servers [u] (this can be read
from the hypervisor or monitored over a sample period) u = 10%
(as a unit, i.e., 0 - 1)
Energy cost per kWh [c]

0,15 EUR/KWh
Table 4 Impact of saving energy in data centres

Then, you can calculate the annual energy consumption cost for all servers to be:
S * (Eu * u + Ei * (1 – u)) * 8.76 * c
= 63,115 EUR.
The average PUE in the data centres that are participant of the EU Code of Conduct for Energy Efficient
Data Centres （European commission，2018） is 1.7.

Figure 9 : PUE formula

This means that for every 1 Watt a server draws (IT Equipment Power), 1.7 Watts is drawn (Total Facility
Power) in order to arrange for its facilities like lighting, cooling, power distribution in the data centre. The
total savings in this simplified data centre example is 1.7 * 63,115 EUR = 107,296 EUR.
This example indicates the energy saving impact when the ratio Server Performance per KWh will increase.
This can be achieved by OPERA, through:
•
•
•

reduction of idle power
increase of utilization
reduction of energy use.

As shown through the VDI use case, through workload management in combination with the renewal of
server infrastructure, energy efficiency can be improved by a factor of 20. The number of servers needed
can be reduced by a factor of 10 or more. The cost saving potential on energy alone is near 100.000 Euros
per year, allowing for a 2500 euro per year depreciation cost on the new hardware while still breaking
even. The cost savings on capital expenditure is even more impressive but falls out of the scope of the
OPERA project.
5.2.5 Artificial Intelligence / Deep Learning
5.2.5.1 OPERA Product(s) involved
FPGA with power management.
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FPGA manufactures are aggressively seeking significant market growth in the CNN inference market. As
machine learning is more understood and applications realised (E.g. self-drive cars), this market is
predicted to grow dramatically.
The 385-O FPGA card is a power device when used only for inference (See Figure 10). Combined with realtime input, via its optical connectors, it becomes a powerful edge CNN compute platform.

Figure 10 : CPU versus current and future estimated FPGA technologies for inference

5.2.5.2 Target market(s)
Artificial Intelligence, Research institutions, education, innovative AI start-ups
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a hot topic, but a consistent view as to what exactly falls under AI and what as
a consequence can be considered the size of the AI market is lacking. Estimates on market size vary with
the definition between 10’s of billions to trillions of dollars worldwide （techemergence，2018） taking
the most conservative approach mentioned by Tech emergence, Tractica research defines AI as follows,
“The technologies covered include cognitive computing, deep learning, machine learning, predictive APIs,
natural language processing, image recognition, and speech recognition”
This most conservative estimates still predict a fast-growing market with 2024 market value projected to
reach USD 11.1 billion per year.
5.2.5.3 Application in product market combination
A low power general purpose server with power managed FPGA to enable flexibility in testing and time
efficient optimization of different AI models.
5.2.5.4 Why expected to become successful in this market
A strong demand for silicon tuned for algebra that’s crucial to a powerful machine-learning technique
called deep learning seems inevitable （Simonite，2016）.
Microsoft and Intel are also working on the idea of running some code on reconfigurable chips called
FPGAs for greater efficiency (see “Microsoft Says Reprogrammable Chips Will Make AI Smarter”). Intel
spent nearly USD 17 billion to acquire leading FPGA manufacturer Altera last year and is adapting its
technology to data centres.
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In the quickly developing market there is a need to be able to adapt the hardware acceleration to new
models as they are being developed. Although FPGA boards have been around for a number of years,
their specific ability to be configured for CNN implementations combined with the unique power
management features of the OPERA FPGA board allow for low capital cost from the flexibility of FPGA
combined with lower development costs from the insights that power usage under specific loads provides.
5.2.5.5 Expected impact
The easy access to flexible hardware combined with the time savings in development will provide the
companies using of this product to have a shorter time to market for commercial AI products, enhancing
the economic competitiveness of these companies.
5.2.6 Traffic management
5.2.6.1 OPERA Product(s) involved
Directional antenna, ULP device.
5.2.6.2 Target market(s)
Traffic management.
According to a report from MarketsandMarkets, the traffic management market worldwide is huge,
market size is expected to grow from USD 22.96 Billion in 2017 to USD 59.48 Billion by 2022, at a
Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 21.0% during the forecast period （MarketsandMarkets，
2016）.
According to MarketsandMarkets, Europe is expected to hold the largest market share, 37%, and
dominate the traffic management market from 2017 to 2022. The region has been extremely responsive
toward adopting the latest technological advancements, such as smart signalling and route guidance
software. The major growth drivers for this region are the large-scale investments in the smart
transportation and smart cities projects and need for better traffic management and control mechanisms.
The traffic management software segment is expected to hold the largest market share. The scope of this
traffic management software covers smart signalling, route guidance, traffic analytics, and smart
surveillance. There has been a tremendous increase in urban population, resulting in traffic congestions
across the city, which has increased the need to manage and control the traffic. The traffic management
software ensures streamlining of traffic information for predictive analytics and traffic enforcement.
5.2.6.3 Application in product market combination
The first implementation of the traffic management camera has shown application in detecting and
reporting traffic congestions, the second implementation in detecting and counting bicycles. Neavia is
already applying the know-how acquired during the OPERA project to develop similar architectures. The
main applications currently being investigated now focus on detection of congestion and stopped vehicles
along the road. Both use cases integrate, on one side, “classical” image processing, already available
locally in smart cameras, triggering on specific events (sending images and alarms) and known to be more
sensitive. On the other side, a CNN-based (using YOLO) application runs on a server to filter the triggered
events and retrieve only the correct ones. Thus, the whole system is getting more robust by adding
artificial intelligence into the loop, and local processing prevent overloading the server.
Another field will be investigated soon on existing systems. The latter are designed to detect animals close
to roads where many accidents between them and vehicles are known to occur, and immediately switch
on or off dedicated road signs. Those systems are also used to build statistics about animals living around
the zone and find the most efficient way to protect them. Thus, the possibility of using automatic
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classification of various animals under constrained situations (mainly by night) to augment the existing
systems would definitely be a breakthrough and will replace doing this manually.
The ULP is also applicable in other fields based on video surveillance since the image assessment in the
ULP is based on neural networks (machine learning) other application will only require retraining of the
model.
The energy optimization of a Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a fundamental aspect of the traffic
monitoring study case. The main reason for this is the fact that autonomous nodes in the WSN are mainly
supplied by renewable sources and small batteries. Reconfigurable directive antennas play a crucial role
in this scenario since allow to every node to consume minimum power. This enables a new generation of
ULP smart-devices that can be included in an Internet of Thing (IoT) scenario.
5.2.6.4 Why expected to become successful in this market
Proven in the OPERA use case to be more cost and energy effective than traditional traffic management
by human assessed video surveillance, the ULP device is both marketable inside the European community
as well as exportable to growth markets like Asia.
Aside from being attractive to everyone, among which road managers, CNN are more and more known
for the large increase in their robustness and discrimination capabilities as compared with the classical
approach, even under constrained conditions, matching the needs and will of road managers.
5.2.6.5 Expected impact
The length of road segments that will be managed will increase enormously, this is expected to contribute
to road safety and a better use of road capacity (less traffic delays)
Extremely important is the application of the autonomous ULP traffic management camera for the safety
of cyclists in unclear traffic situations (like tunnels). Wide spread use of the ULP device in combination
with a warning mechanism has the potential of preventing multiple serious accidents each year, saving
human lives and/or preventing serious injury
The development of new sensors or HW accelerators supporting CNN like Orlando, provides a good
compromise between accuracy, energy and speed. The capabilities of these sensors using CNN make them
an attractive option to switch from classical image processing approach. Such a change adds even more
intelligence to the cameras while preserving detection quality and low energy requirements in remote
areas.
Starting to integrate AI in road management products for the future enables the emergence of new use
cases like advanced statistics of speed profiles, counting, road occupation, each of them possibly classified
by vehicle type. In addition, it could allow securing crossroads, detect pedestrians in perilous contexts and
possibly switch road signs or even use V2X communication （Siemens，2018） to warn about dangerous
situations.
All of this perfectly fits the new needs of road managers inspired by a smarter and safer road.
5.2.7 Possible solutions abandoned
During the development of the innovation potential, several possibilities were proposed but given the
final outcomes of the project are abandoned as separate subjects because they are contained in the
solutions mentioned above or the markets are considered unreachable for OPERA products.
The following possible markets were mentioned in previous Iterations of the Innovation Potential but will
no longer be considered
•

Cold storage (bad fit)
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•
•

Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (bad fit, tough market)
CPU design (out of reach).
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6 DESCRIPTION OF OTHER H2020 PROJECTS
In this section, the relations of OPERA innovations with other H2020 programs that have been running in
the same time period will be highlighted. These projects have been mentioned in the D2.5 and will be
discussed in the following chapter from the objective of innovation enhancement through possible
combinations of experience, knowledge and or products.
The sections below describe the following relevant programs and, if any the innovation potential from the
combination of these projects with OPERA knowhow.
•
•
•
•
•
•
6.1

dRedBox --- regarding the use of heterogeneity in data centres. （DRedBox，2018）
Vineyard --- heterogeneity in the data centres. （Vineyard，2018）
EMC^2-DP --- regarding the Cyber-Physical Systems. （artemis-emc2，2016）
AXIOM --- regarding Cyber-Physical Systems. （axiom，2016）
exaNest --- regarding heterogeneity for next gen. data centre and HPC systems. （exanest，2018）
Aparapi, --- HPE/Nallatech sponsored project. （Gitlab，2016）.
DREDBOX

The following description has been taken directly from the dRedBox website （DRedBox，2018）:
The dRedBox project - funded under agreement No. 687632 by the EC H2020 programme aspires to
innovate the way we build data centres today, shifting to employing pooled, disaggregated - instead of
monolithic, tightly integrated components. By doing so, the dRedBox proposition has the ambition to lead
to significantly improved levels of utilization, scalability, reliability and power efficiency, both in
conventional Cloud and edge data centres.
The dRedBox project has successfully created a prototype of the “disaggregated data centre”. The project
has used FPGA boards equipped with ARM processors for this purpose, but with a very different goal
compared with OPERA, namely to simulate the so called “processor pool”. As is clear from the
publications, this project has taken a different approach to address a similar problem as OPERA, namely
to solve energy inefficiencies stemming from server underutilization, by decoupling of compute power
and memory.
6.1.1 Relation with OPERA
Given the status of both projects, each successful in their own field, there are no immediate overlaps in
technology but a future combination of the innovations from both projects could lead to reinforcement
of the effects in both. The most obvious research direction would the development in the interconnect
technology, and when technology matures, the dRedBox could be considered as a “normal’ server node
participating in the heterogeneous data centre in which workload management is active.
6.2

VINEYARD

The following description has been taken directly from the Vineyard website （Vineyard，2018）:
Vineyard aims to develop an energy-efficient integrated platform for data centres. The platform will
consist of energy-efficient servers based on: customized hardware accelerators (programmable dataflow
engines and FPGA-based servers), and a programming framework that will allow users seamlessly to
leverage hardware accelerators in heterogeneous computing systems by using typical scalable Cloud
frameworks (i.e. Spark).
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The VINEYARD project has developed a programming framework that leverages workload-specific
accelerators based the familiar programming frameworks (i.e. Spark), demonstrating that biophysics
related benchmarks run slower, but more energy efficient on the ARM based SOC’s. （Performance and
Energy evaluation of Spark applications on low-power SoCs，2016）.
These measurements are however benchmark driven, meaning that the systems run at 100% utilization
during these experiments.
6.2.1 Relation with OPERA
As previously stated, the foreseen coupling between OPERA and Vineyard was on the subject of measuring
efficiency and determining energy efficiency metrics. The Vineyard project has however chosen to display
the energy efficiency of their compute platform based on TDP (Thermal Density Power) features of the
processors. TDP refers to the maximum dissipated power of the processors. （Performance and Energy
evaluation of Spark applications on low-power SoCs，2016） and therefore, ignore the influence of
workloads other than 100% utilization. Consequently, there is little overlap between the two projects,
future work on AI applications can however benefit from the experiences in “learning applications” from
both projects.
6.3

EMC2-DP --- REGARDING THE CYBER-PHYSICAL SYSTEMS

The following description has been taken directly from the EMC2 website （artemis-emc2，2016）:
EMC² – ‘Embedded Multi-Core systems for Mixed Criticality applications in dynamic and changeable realtime environments’ is an ARTEMIS Joint Undertaking project in the Innovation Pilot Programme
‘Computing platforms for embedded systems’ (AIPP5).
Embedded systems are the key innovation driver to improve almost all mechatronic products with
cheaper and even new functionalities. They support today’s information society as inter-system
communication enabler. A major industrial challenge arises from the need to face cost efficient
integration of different applications with different levels of safety and security on a single computing
platform in an open context.
EMC² finds solutions for dynamic adaptability in open systems, provides handling of mixed criticality
applications under real-time conditions, scalability and utmost flexibility, full scale deployment and
management of integrated tool chains, through the entire lifecycle.
The objective of EMC² is to establish Multi-Core technology in all relevant Embedded Systems domains.
6.3.1 Relation with OPERA
The Artemis EMC2 project is a huge project on embedded systems. The technology developed here will
undoubtedly have links to the work done in OPERA on ISA independent compilation and energy aware
workload management. The difference in project size however was a hindrance for effective collaboration
and no relevant cooperation has developed during the course of the OPERA project.
6.4

AXIOM --- REGARDING CYBER-PHYSICAL SYSTEMS

The following description has been taken directly from the AXIOM website （axiom，2016）:
We are entering the Cyber-Physical age, in which both objects and people will become nodes of the same
digital network for exchanging information. Therefore, the general expectation is that “things” or systems
will become somewhat smart as people, allowing a rapid and close interaction not only system-system,
but also human-system, system-human. Moreover, through smart systems, the human behaviour is
improved and simplified. More scientifically, we expect that such Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) will at least
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react in real-time, provide enough computational power for the assigned tasks, consume the least possible
energy for such task (energy efficiency), scale up through modularity, allow for an easy programmability
across performance scaling, and exploit at best existing standards at minimal costs. The whole set of these
expectations impose scientific and technological challenges that need to be properly addressed.
The AXIOM project (Agile, eXtensible, fast I/O Module) aims at researching new software/hardware
architectures for CPSs to meet the above expectations.
6.4.1 Relation with OPERA
At first glance, there was considerable overlap between the AXIOM and OPERA project, but the focus of
both projects turned out to be very different. Where OPERA used FPGA as just another heterogeneous
element, AXIOM focussed on computations on these boards exclusively. The one case does appear similar,
namely video surveillance, but in OPERA this is based on low power CPU’s and dedicated CNN
accelerators. Both projects have contributed to a growing knowledge and experience base for AI sensors
in the European community but there was no immediate benefit from pooling resources in the two
projects.
6.5

EXANEST --- REGARDING HETEROGENEITY FOR NEXT GEN. DATA CENTRE AND HPC SYSTEMS

The following description has been taken directly from the exaNeSt project website: （exanest，2018）
exaNeSt develops and prototypes solutions for Interconnection Networks, Storage, and Cooling, as these
have to evolve in order for the production of exascale-level supercomputers to become feasible. We tune
real HPC Applications, and we use them to evaluate our solutions.
6.5.1 Relation with OPERA
As both projects developed, the initial perceived overlap in target markets, where market information
may be shared amongst these programs, turned out to be low. OPERA’s link with HPC is formed through
our research in memory addressing, where exaNeSt is focussed on developing completely immersed
systems for HPC. No further actions were taken to share information other than through the scientific
publications from both projects.
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7 IMPACT ENVISAGED
In this section the impact envisaged will be described, for the several potential markets the consortium
partners will target after the OPERA innovative products and services will have become marketable. The
descriptions in the next sections are an addition to the impact envisaged sections of D2.5, D2.6 and D2.7.
7.1

VIDEO SURVEILLANCE

Regarding the impact envisaged related to the introduction of the CNN Orlando SoC in the traffic
monitoring use case, it has been presented to potential investors and customers in the sector of video
surveillance. The feedback has been very positive, enabling new opportunities for applications not
considered in the past with the traditional approach for video processing devices.
At the moment the impact of these experiments is already perceived, and it will become stronger in the
future, with the presentation of complete results in terms of quality of detection and power efficiency.
7.2

THE POTENTIAL IMPACT DATA CENTRE ENERGY USE AND POWER DRAW

Energy efficiency is a key part of the European energy policies and the 2020 and 2030 energy and climate
targets include a specific part for energy efficiency （European Commission，2016）. Throughout the
EU, policies and measures have been introduced to improve energy efficiency in every sector of the
economy, including ICT and data centres （European commission，2018）. For a number of years now,
the data centre industry has put tremendous effort in optimizing the Power Usage Effectiveness PUE （
The Green Grid，2014） as the main path to energy savings. The efforts have resulted in best practices,
such as the European Code of Conduct on Data Centre Energy Efficiency （European commission，2018
）. The effect of these efforts has been published and a gradual improvement in the PUE, use has been
reported （Trends in Data Centre Energy Consumption under the European Code of Conduct for Data
Centre Energy Efficiency，2017）. This improvement has however, not led to a decrease in total energy
use (Figure 11) and, given the reporting period, it is not expected that major improvements in the average
PUE and total energy use are imminent.
In order to assess the potential impact of OPERA, it is important to realize that the project focused on
computational efficiency. The effect on data centre network infrastructure is present through the
potential decrease in the number of servers and thus the number of network ports needed. This effect
has however not been investigated and will be ignored for the purpose of this potential savings
estimation. The third element on the data centre floor, data storage is not expected to be significantly
impacted by the introduction of OPERA technology. The move from applications installed on physical
machines and full virtual machines to containerized microservices will decrease the storage needed for
the operating systems but has no impact on the user’s data storage. As the impact on total storage volume
is deemed small, this effect is also ignored at this point in time.
From the article “Trends in Data Centre Energy Consumption under the European Code of Conduct for
Data Centre Energy Efficiency” （Trends in Data Centre Energy Consumption under the European Code
of Conduct for Data Centre Energy Efficiency，2017） table 1, we can plot the total data centre use phase
final energy use of data centres in the EU. Combination with the reported and estimated PUE in the same
periods we can extract the IT energy use from the total energy use as shown in Figure 11.
The energy used by servers in the data centre is estimated by Shehabi et al, United States Data centre
Energy Usage Report （Shehabi，2016） to be 77% of the IT energy.
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Figure 11 : Energy use in EU data centres.

The current status of the OPERA project resulted in measurements on a single node of the solution. This
node consists of a M510 cartridge (Intel Xeon D-1587, 1.7 GHz (16) x86 cores) placed in an HPE Moonshot
chassis.
The measurements yielded a loaded power draw of 117W and an idle power draw of 26W. given the load
profile these measurements result in the following energy efficiency:
First results
CPU load

# concurrent end users

EE

CSI Citrix - DL380 (baseline)

55%

240

7

LXC – M510 (single node)

55%

1400

142

Table 5 Energy Efficiency improvement on single node

The example stated above shows a factor of 20 improvement of energy efficiency, under the assumption
that the peak workload does not increase, this translates in a potential 95% energy reduction, Future
developments will likely impact the energy efficiency even further through 2 effects. In low load
conditions, the workload manager will stop microservices that are no longer needed and migrate
(near)idle containers to a node with less capabilities and lower electrical power requirements, this
reduces power draw in idle situations. Likewise, the energy efficiency in the loaded conditions are
dependent on the optimal loading of the hardware. In high load conditions, the OPERA energy aware
workload manager （Workload Management for Power Efficiency in Heterogeneous Data Centers，2016
）will either consolidate workload or distribute it over the heterogeneous nodes to ensure sufficient
resources are allocated to a service thus lowering power draw under load.
Past studies give an insight in the potential of the heterogeneous workload manager; Chun et. al. showed
that with a single ISA, a mix of relative strengths of machines （Chunet al.，2010）or cores in a single
chip （Kumaret al.，2003）can outperform a homogeneous configuration by nearly 40% in terms of
energy proportionality and energy-delay product. Subsequent studies show that by combining multiple
ISAs in a single chip, energy consumption can be further reduced by an additional 21% （Venkatet al.，
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2014）. The combined effect would further improve the energy efficiency of data centre services by a
factor of 2.
The Energy savings potential of OPERA technologies is enormous and is estimated at 47 TWh per year in
Europe, over 95% of the energy consumed by servers in Europe. The impact of such technologies on data
centre operations is profound. Significant and fast variations in power draw over time are expected, a fact
that operators need to consider when retrofitting or designing new facilities.
Adoption of OPERA or similar technologies is, of course, not expected to reach 100%, there are however
economic reasons aside from environmental or policy drivers that make proliferation of workload
management technologies, either directly based on the OPERA findings or developed along similar lines,
likely.
Thanks to CSI, a partner in the OPERA project, it is demonstrated on a real use case that low power server
can replace physical servers with cartridges that not only are simpler to manage but that can reduce the
energy consumption by a factor of 20.
These elements are very attractive but as an operational Cloud service provider, CSI noted that it’s not
always easy to move current services on this new configuration. In fact, it’s necessary to consider some
topics:
1. to define policies for application architectures with microservices. This aspect it’s very crucial for a
provider that doesn’t have experience with containers and it’s very important to specify enterprise
rules to develop, to implement and to manage containerised services;
2. to train people to manage the new technologies;
3. to migrate the existing services toward the new configuration. If the current services are not
containerised, it’s necessary to consider a task for transforming the current services.
Each one of these topics requires the investment of resources in terms of time effort and it is strictly
related to the type of enterprise and of services. But it’s important to highlight that only the first two tasks
could be considered an overhead, because the last one could be faced during the periodic service redesign. That means that we can estimate 12 months effort to prepare the new application architecture,
at the cost of 5,000 € for month, this activity requires 60,000 €. In addition, if we want to train 3
technicians (one every 100 servers) to manage the new technologies, this activity requires 10,000 €.
If we consider the formula described in chapter 5, it’s possible to evaluate the energy cost due to low
power servers:
S * (Eu * u + Ei * (1 – u)) * 8.76 * c
If we insert the measured power Eu=117 W and Ei=26W, as reported in D7.8, the energy cost using low
power servers + microservices is 23,119 €.
Now we can compare the traditional server energy cost calculated in chapter 5 (107,200 €) with the cost
to provide energy the new infrastructure (23,119 €) and the overhead activities (60,000 € + 10,000 €):
107,200 – 23,119 – 70,000 = 14,081 €
During the first year we can save 14,000 €, and the following years 107,200 – 23,119 = 84,081 €.
Thus, OPERA has not only enormous potential environmental impact but also represents a considerable
economic impact.
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7.3

COMPUTATIONAL EFFICIENCY, HPC

In recent years, the increase in computational energy efficiency has come mainly from IT equipment
manufacturers. Initially these improvements came from increases in CPU frequency, combined with the
miniaturization of the transistors that makeup the CPU. After 2005, CPU frequency scaling almost
stopped, and focus was shifted to multicores to consistently keep improving the computational
capabilities. At this point in time the industry is at, yet another crossroad as demonstrated by the
publications on the subject.
This consistent improvement has been coined as “Koomey’s law” after the work presented by Dr. Koomey
in 2010. （Implications of historical trends in the electrical effciency of computing，2010）. In 2015, Dr.
Koomey provided an update on his earlier work titled “Moore’s-law-might-be-slowing-down-but-notenergy-efficiency” （Jonathan Koomey，2015）, in this article Koomey refers to the fact that chip that
transistor sizes and energy use do not shrink at the same pace as they used to, but that alternative ways
of improving energy efficiency still allow for continuation of energy efficiency trends but now expressed
as “typical use efficiency”.
AMD also reports on the end of Moore’s law, （Green Tech Media，2018） the website states that
information and communications technologies, including computers and cell phones, will consume 14
percent of worldwide electricity by 2020. As a result of this rise in energy need, AMD sees a strong market
pull for technologies that improve processor performance while also reducing energy use. Energy
efficiency, in this case, is typically defined as the combination of improving performance while maintaining
or reducing energy use.
Green Tech Media also states that since the historical method - that is, manufacturing technologies for
greater transistor density - no longer has the same impact as before, the industry, as an offset in order to
make future energy efficiency gains at the processor level, is developing new processor architectures,
power efficient technologies, and power management techniques. The CPU and GPU are increasingly
being integrated into a single entity. AMD refers to this combination as an accelerated processing unit
(APU).
As such, this AMD standpoint provides support for the research into heterogeneity conducted during the
OPERA project and illustrates market readiness for these new concepts.
In an article by Tom Simonite （Simonite，2016） titled Moore’s Law Is Dead. Now What? The author
also writes that further improvements in energy efficiency stemming from Moore’s law are not to be
expected for much longer. Instead he points to recent developments, including the acquisition of Altera
by Intel. This acquisition has had its impact on the OPERA project as reported in D4.4 but demonstrates
that Intel follows the same line of thought that the OPERA project suggested, namely the use of FPGA for
AI.
The high-performance computers (HPC) market is always at the forefront of technological developments.
As a result, the HPC market is also one of the first to see the effects of any technology slowdown. Horst
Simon, deputy director of Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, says the world’s most powerful
calculating machines appear to be already feeling the effects of Moore’s Law’s end times. The world’s top
supercomputers aren’t getting better at the rate they used to.
“For the last three years we’ve seen a kind of stagnation,” says Simon. That’s bad news for research
programs reliant on supercomputers, such as efforts to understand climate change, develop new
materials for batteries and superconductors, and improve drug design.
Simon says the coming plateau in transistor density will stir more interest in redrawing the basic
architecture of computers among supercomputer and data-center designers. Getting rid of certain design
features dating from the 1940s could unlock huge efficiency gains. Yet taking advantage of those would
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require rethinking the design of many types of software and would require programmers to change their
habits.
Besides the end of Moore’s law, another challenge of the modern computing systems is the ever-growing
memory sizes. In the big-data era, applications are referencing vast amounts of memory and modern
servers are now shipped with several TBs of RAM. The research done within the context of the OPERA
project concerning the memory addressing in Intel x86 architectures aimed exactly at this problem. We
showed that memory page hashing can save 30% on CPU cycles in memory intensive applications, creating
an advantage in HPC but also saving energy and compute capacity in general purpose processing.
Although this potential is significant, the chances of a quick adoption are limited. CPU design is a
multibillion-dollar industry, in which designs undergo rigorous testing before implementation and
production planning extends into the future by several years. With the end of Moore’s law in sight
however, any innovation with potential like that shown by Technion will attract the needed attention
from manufacturers.
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